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The purpose of this thesis is to investigate color
intaglio through a series of finished prints. Color Intaglio
is a gargantuan area.. Approaches to color intaglio have varied
from William Blaices hand painted plates to Stanley
Hayter'
s
multi-stenciled technique. Comparatively, though, to other
printing processes,, this is a new area in which to work in
print makinrc.
Intaglio color printing has an essence of its own,
Falisfication comes about when the process is distilled to a
means of producing, "multi
paintings"
, Before I had worked
with color I questioned the validity of color prints. Would
it not be more valid to do paintings? But. through working
with the color Intaglio processes,
I1
began to see the dis
tinctive qualities of the processes and the prints. Color
prints have their own character, make their own color and
Image statements. Prints are multiple, but the statement is
singular.
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It is apparent that you
cannot'
separate form, concepts,
and technical aspects, except theoretically. Each is
an embryo of the other. Although the title of my thesis
emphasizes the technical aspects, I hone that in the
section where the prints are discussed, the interconnection
of concept and technique will be evident.
In the beginning, the incentive might be a form concept
or a technical aspect, but when the two are not working
together the result is a weak print. An artist should
attempt and use any means at his disposal. This, of
course, increases the possibilities of failure before
a mature statement or a personal statement is made. Thus,
chaos can even be courted. It means you can not cieny
certain ways of working because of your own or others
prevalent theories. As De Kooning says, "Being Anti-
traditional is just as corny as
being- traditional".-
While working with stencils I was asked several times
If the method was "ethical". This disturbed me because
I had not considered it at all. To me a process is
"ethical", especially in printmaking, if it works forr
the statement itself and is capable of being consistently
reproduced."
Placards of theories bounce up and down. For example,
spontaneity, a current platitude is meaningless when
1. William De Kooning, Art News. Summer '58, page 27,
30
it is used as an excuse for repeating certain pat form
formula and meaningful when it releases new ways for the
artist to make a personal statement of his own.
The work of art itself is the only absolute. Theories
change, but ray response to a Bonnard, or De Kooning,
does not change. A person may become more responsive
-
to a work of art through a changeein himself,
but1-
I
have not as yet become less responsive.
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The Figure
While working with the figure in prints and paintings
I found that my goal was a "perfect awkwardness". Matisse
had it, Bonnard had it, Gauguin had it, the sense of
distortion which makes the form right. A Gauguin foot
itself is ugly but take away the awkward form of the
foot, and the rest of the body has lost its beauty and
expressiveness. The elongated legs and shortened arms
of a Bonnard figure give the figure Its vitality.
In my prints and paintings I have experimented in
various ways to gain this awkwardness. It can be
heightened-! by leaving off parts of the body, by using
exaggerated perspective, by cutting off the figure
at'
certain points and by elongation. Examples, of these
means are shown in the text illustrations, figures
number one, two, three, four, five, and six. The
figure-
form in the print, Tom
Jones'
Mother, is coming close
to what I wish to do with the figure. (Figure eighteenC)
Part of this is that the figure is existing in its own
environment. The interaction is within the figure itself
and the space. I do not know exactly why I work with the
figure form, but the figure and the movement of figures
has a special interest for me. Even if I begin with
an
"unplanned"




My nse of color is applied In the drawing sense. This
means that it relies mainly on value qualities. The
usual procedure was that I would etch one plate planned
for a darker tone, and another plate planned for a
lighter tone, with the values used between. Although,
in experimenting, the plates might be reversed. Besides
the basic consideration of the color mixtures by over
lays, there are color adjustments that must be made.
This must be done because some colors tend to react
with the metal and change. For example yellow ocher oil
paint tends to turn slightly orange and cadmium yellou
tends to turn slightly green when used on a zinc plate.
I used standard oil paints mixe.d with burnt plate oil.
Some colors, for example cerulean blue, can be tacky.
A drop of linseed oil added to the pigment makes the--
color easier to wipe.
Color- Personal
I respond personally to a combination of blue and
orange. This combination, using the contrast of the
warmth and coolness of the colors, plus the value contrast
can add to the space element.
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Registration
Most of the prints were registered , a la Lasansky
method, putting the second color plate on top of the
first printed-paper. For plates that were deeply etched,
or had line elements, the method was that of
first-
placing the paper and the plate on top of one piece of
felt, and placing the rest of the felts on top of the
plate. Another method of registration used was running
the plate on top of the paper through #the press, to
hold the paper in place and then flipping the plate and
paper over for the second run through, the press.
When it was possible the plates of different color
were inked, wiped and printed one after another without
the paper being rewet. If the plate had to be
after the first printing, as in the case of
printing-
the same plate over again in a different color or in
using stencils, the paper was rewet between printings.
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Stencils
I used the traditional method of registering the stencils.
The stencil was taped at one end to a piece of cardboard.
Pencil lines were drawn on the cardboard to designate
where the plate woul^i lay. A gelatin roller was used to
roll on color. I found that the ink rolled on better if
the plate was heated slightly.
One problem in using stencils is to decide what you wish
the stenciled color to do. A stencil color can work by
adding richer color to existing color through color
overlays. It can add related color to raised areas that
have not been etched, or it can add a new element to the




First quarter: I began experimenting with two color
prints. The first print was done by inking a plate in
black, wiping out certain areas, and printing it.. Then
the same plate was inked in brown and printed over the
black. (Figure seven) This, also, was my first meeting
with the problem of registration. The resulting print
was off register, and produced an interesting
"op"
effect.
As Mr. Williams pointed out, it might be. a little diff
icult to run an edition with a constant off register--,
but I had a feeling I could be more consistently off
register than consistently on register.
The second print was done with four plates of
different color, (Figure eight) The color of the print was
pleasing although the form was weak. This had come
about mainly because I had used plates planned for
two different figure images and
superimposed"
them on-
each other to see what would happen. It has been pointed
out that this is a problem I have in working; attempting
to find a new way by proofing around instead of
doing-
the more direct , necessary things to make the print
work. I d.o find, though, a certain degree of chaos
stimulating. From working on this print I became intrigued






Second quarter: I worked on color prints using one or
two color plates, experimenting with using stencils
and rolling ink onto certain raised and lowered areas
of the plate. (Figures nine, ten and eleven)
Third quarter: In the beginning I was experimenting
with one color and colored paper, (Figure twelve) I was7
trying for a subtle feeling of closely valued color.
To my dismay I 'found that it was closest to what I wanted
as an inkless intaglio. Since it did not apply to my
thesis I left it for a later time.
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Finished Prints
"Shall the Sound of Black
'Die"
This print was started on one plate using different
methods of adding color, and finally a second plate was
used. Stage I: A copper plate was drawn on with sugar
lift and etched deeply. (Figure thirteen A) In printing
I tried different color combinations using a process of
inking the plate, printing and inking again with an-
*
other color, wiping out certain areas. Stenciled color
was also used. (Figure thirteen B)
In the next proofs the same processes were used, but:
I used a lighter value on tT^e plate and rubbed in darker
colors in certain areas. (Figure thirteen C and D) The;
copper plate was wonderful to look at with its various
textures, but the resulting prints were too choppy and
the stenciled color areas popped out from the surface.
On this print the bouncing color was not desirable.
Stage II: A second plate was made to down some of
the texture areas. The plate was printed in black. This
brought out the figure and gave the print a more solid
construction. I liked the nebulous quality of the light
square area as contrasted against the figure and the
definite black, hut the square still needed
a: little
action, I rolled onto the plate- two value -related colors,
hoping to keep the square area subtle, (Figure thirteen: 'E)
Id
The square area became too flat. More of a feeling of
space was needed to contrast with the figure, I extended
some of the light areas on the plate by scraping and
rolled on a lighter color, (Figure thirteen F)
The print lacked a richness of color, so I returned to
the method of inking the plate in one color, printing it,
and then inking it in another color. This was printed on top
of the printed black areas.
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"Mirror, Mirror, on the
Wall"
On this print I started with an image I had worked on
in a painting. The painting was done in flat color,
(Figure fourteen) I wanted to use the basic composition
of the painting and utilize the color dimensions of the
intaglio process. Stage I: Two zinc plates were drawn on.
on one plate the sugar lift method was used and on tho
second plate the stop-out aquatinting method was used.
(Figure fifteen A) The image was too flat. On the nejct
proof one plate was printed twice with different colors,
A stencil was used and a roll over of grey on the
raised portions of the figure. (Figure fifteen B)
Stage II:: The relationship of the figure to the space
surrounding was still poor. The figure area was broken up
more and various color changes were tried. (Figures
fifteen C and D)
Stage IIIJThe color was limited to preserve the
integrity of the figure. (Figure fifteen E) I tried
to eliminate the choppiness of the upper left area by
extending the orange area and leaving out some of the
smaller forms. (Figure fifteen F)
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"All the Kings Horses and All the Kings
Men"
On this print the technical problem was the first
incentive. I had wanted to do a print where smaller
plates would be placed on a larger plate. I used a
piece of copper left over from cutting a previous
plate and small pieces of copper used for jewelry making.
For the larger plate cardboard was used (a technique
borrowed from a fellow printmaker). The cardboard
facilitated cutting out areas to fit the smaller plates
into. I planned to keep color areas separate and to
contrast the delicacy of small drawings with larger
areas.
Stage I* (Figure sixteen A) The image lacked con
viction because the small plates did not carry and the
print was too scattered. I 'did begin to see -that the
feeling I wanted in the print was a type of somber'
disassociation of mind; a kind of mild schizophrenia. I
thought this might be done by contrasting the formal
element of the squares against the irregular element
of the rough areas.
Stage II: A second, cardboard, plate was made and more
texture was added, in order to make the plate
more-'
rugged.
Line word elements were added to unify the smaller plates,
(Figure sixteen 3)
Stage III; The middle plate was Inked black for more
depth within the print. The smallest plates were printed






I was working on two zinc plates attempting to use
overlap ing color. The image was of a seated figure.
When the plates were printed in a test proof, the form
had all but disappeared into nondescript ooze. The
second plate by itself seemed to offer more possibilities.
I worked on a drawing over a print from the second plate.
(Figure seventeen) I then started another plate to go
with the second plate. The first plate was left to work
on at a later date.
Stage I: (Figure eighteen A) The linear quality war
suitable to the lighthearted feeling I desired in the
print, but the print needed more form to make the image
stand out.
Stage II: Two stencils were used to add color. One for
yellow and gray ,
and one for orange. (Figure eighteen B)
Stage
III;
The nine was extended to define the figure.


















awareness grows on prickly
pears-
the word conclusion is too final
this was a beginning
A sense of objectivity is attained through printing
an edition of prints. The mechanical rhythm separates
you from the working process, In looking over my print
s:
I see that a certain degree of technical control has been
gained, but there should have been more exploration of
the techniques possible in working on the plate itself.
The prints are finished in so far as they are printed in
editions, but just beginning as going toward complete
statements. This does not necessarily mean worMing oni
tne same prints, but it means using a knowledge of
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